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Motivation

Main aim of our activity is a precision measurement of the total and differential cross sections of 

the reactions  n  0n and  n  p, which can be extracted from corresponding  d interaction 

directly

 Then to add new measurements to the world database (SAID) to do PWA and determine more 

reliable neutron couplings of the excited nonstrange baryons

 The proposed measurement is used in the frame of A2 Collaboration (Johannes Gutenberg-

Universität,  Mainz, Germany) on MAMI beam line

 First data taking was performed in March 2013 with tagged photon energies from 140 to 800 MeV

 Next measurement is planned on MAMI in March 2015 at tagged photon energies from 800 to 

1500 MeV (PAC 21.10.2013)

 Analysis of theexperimentaldata has been started to study  d   0np reaction
 Precise MC generator for this reaction is almost ready (A. Kudryavtsev, V. Tarasov / ITEP) in a 

wide energy region (E < 2.7 GeV)
 Our main puporse is to extract different efficiencies for analysis directly from experimental data,  

neutron  detection efficiency is of crucial importance for this measurement
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Experimental setup

MAMI (MAinz MIcrotrone electron accelerator, 
E = 180 MeV  1.6 GeV) is used  to produce 
bremsstrahlung photons  on a  copper radiator 
(length ~ 10 m). The photons are tagged by 
magnetic spectrometer
 Calorimeter system consists of spherical  
(Crystal Ball) and forward (TAPS) detectors that 
covered almost 4

 Particle Identification Detector (PID) 
gives an identification of the charged 
particles based on dE/dx measurements in a 
scitillator
Multiwire proportional chambers 
measure three dimensional space points
 Target  kapton cylinder (: 4 cm, L: 10 
cm)  filled with liquid hydrogen / deuterium
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Crystal Ball 

Crystal Ball detector was constructed in 1976   

 1978  1981 at SPEAR experiment at SLAC 

(e+e collider and Ecm = 3  7 GeV)

1982  1986 at DORIS experiment at DESY  

(e+e collider and Ecm = 9  10 GeV)

 1996  2002 at BNL  AGS on  , K  beams
 In 2002 detector was transported to Mainz and 

installed on the MAMI photon facility

 CB is a sphere consisting of 672 isolated NaI

crystals, shaped as truncated triangular pyramides

 Detector covers 93 % of 4 or polar angle of 

201600

 NaI crystals have a length of 40.7 cm 

 Energy resolution :  E(GeV)
 2 %

σE / E
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PID and MWPC detectors

PID
 Barrel constructed from 24 scintillation bars 
(50 cm long, 4 mm thick)
 VETO detector for neutral component 
 dE/dx measurements gives a good separations 
of e,   and protons

MWPC
 Two cylindrical chambers 
 Inner (outer) chamber has a radius 7.4 (9.4) 
cm and length  57 cm
MWPC gives a charged track initial position 
in target and improve angular resolution
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To registrate neutron from  d   0 n p, it’s 
important to detect 0 (2 ) by CB and also proton 
by PID / MWPC and CB
 In case of  d, neutron has spectator (low 
energy) and participant part (high energy 
corresponding  n  0n). Spectator  covers a wide 
region of energies. It’s useful to calculate neutron 
detection efficiency

participant

spectator

Neutron momentum (MC) from  d   0np

Strategy to calculate neutron efficiency 
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Background can be suppressed by following ways :

I. Cut on the calculated missing mass of neutron.

II. Cut on the angle  between calculated and 
registered direction of neutron.
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 0 selection in CB

 Calorimeter hit is analyzed if both signals ADC 
and TDC are presented
Despite CB venerable age, only 12 cells (total 

number is  672)  are broken
 To obtain  0    we require two neutral clusters in 
CB (no PID signals) giving mass close to it’s nominal 
value and :

E1 + E 1 > 140 MeV,   120 < M 12 < 150 MeV

 0 invariant mass is used for CB energy calibration

Cell number
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Charged particle selection

MWPC is used to find charged tracks (protons in 
our case) coming from target by calculating the 
PCA  point (closest to Z  axis)
 CB  PID selection 150 < | (CB  PID) | < 200

To extract proton component by PID / CB it was 
applied the following cut (red line) :

dE/dx = 11/ECB
0.5 (MeV)

pr
otons

 Measured proton energy in CB has to be 

corrected by the ionization losses in the 

detector materials (target and walls) 

This correction can be obtained as a 

result of the comparison between measured 

(ECB) and computed energy (Tp)  in average
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Background rejection

 To reject possible background we used two 
additional cuts : on missing mass of neutron 
and on the direction between registered neutron 
and calculated one (cos )
Cut cos  = 0.85 is a boundary between the 
region where neutrons give hits in CB and 
background

890 MeV < Mmiss < 990 MeV
Wider region gives a little bit lower detection 
efficiency due to small contamination of two pion
production

 202 PpPPdPMmiss  

cos 
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Neutron detection efficiency for CB

 CB can detect only high energy part of the 
spectator neutron. To calculate efficiency with a 
high precision, we should process all statistics
Kinematic spectra of neutron is strongly 
different from initial one and has a low 
efficiency (see upper plot)
Detection efficiency is stable ( 35 %) for  
Tn > 150 MeV and strongly decreases for lower 
energies 
Neutron detection efficiency is a function of 
the Crystal Ball threshold (normal ~ 15 MeV)
 BNL  AGS result based on analysis of the 
reaction p  0n is shown and demonstrates a 
few percents difference  (green points)
Statistics measurement has a precision less 1 
% and systematics  on a level of 0.2  0.8 % 
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MC and data comparison for neutrons  

 Obtained result was tested on 

MC and data for n  0n

MC momentum spectra 

corrected on neutron efficiency and 

experimental data are in a good 

agreement by shape

MC gives a different value of 

the neutron efficiency as well as 

shape and maximal value

 So, in our  analysis we used MC 

with experimental neutron 

efficiency to calculate full detection 

efficiency for n  0n by CB

MC / Data
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Neutron interaction characteristics

Normalized distributions over CB cluster 
«radius» / experimental data
 «Radius» equal to zero for cluster 
composed of only one crystal
 For neutron’s the zero «radius» is near 
30 %, but for ’s  4 %
 This difference is useful for additional 
discrimination between neutrons and ’s 

 Distributions over cluster energies measured in 
CB are given for three selected intervals of 
energies of incident neutrons
 Neutrons which interacted in CB obviously 
deposits only a part of kinetic energy 
 For each incident energy the measured energy 
is distributed from threshold to maximal energy, 
which is slightly exceeds incident energy
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Conclusion

This measurement gives a good possibility to obtain total and differential cross 

sections for n  0n

We have measured the neutron detection efficiency in CB NaI detector for neutrons 

in the range 20  400 MeV neutron energy using data on pion  photoproduction on 

deuterium target

The corresponding publication is ready (JINST)

In any case present measurement gives the up to date status of neutron detection 

with CB detector and can be used in different physics analysis that involve 

neutrons and for adjustment neutron detection in MC detector simulation program

Current result presents the neutron detection efficiency on a few percent level less, 

than the previous result obtained at BNL. Different energy calibration, clustering 

algorithm and possible ageing of NaI crystals can unambiguously explain this 

effect
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A2 Collaboration 

 70 participants, 20 institutes from 10 countries

25th International A2 Collaboration Meeting, Dubna, Russia, September 2014
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